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A representative simulation

• Suppose we wish to model the transient flow
about an aircraft
– Real-time flap simulation

– Aeroelasticity

• Circumscribing box is about 30x20x10 m3

• Want velocity, density, pressure in every
centimeter-sized cell ⇒ 6,000,000,000 points

• 5 unknowns per point ⇒ 30,000,000,000 or 3 x
1010 unknowns



What do we compute?
• Balance fluxes of mass, momentum, energy

– conservation of mass

– Newton’s second law

– first law of thermodynamics

• Take conservation of mass as an example
– “The time rate of change of mass in the cell is equal

to the flux of mass convected into or out of the cell.”

– As a partial differential equation, we write for mass
density ρ and velocity v:
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Conservation of Mass

• In three dimensions,                        and

• Differential equation becomes
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Discrete conservation laws

• Similar flux balances can be drawn up for
momentum and energy in each cell

• For a computer, we need to discretize this
continuous partial differential equation into
algebraic form

• Center the cells on an integer lattice

– index i runs in the x direction, j in y, and k in z
– store a value in each cell



Discretize the derivatives

• Estimate the gradient of the mass flux over the
+x face of the cell as follows

• Similar expressions are developed for the y and
z derivatives
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Discretization, continued
• Note that each facial flux appears in the

balance of the two cells on either side of the
face

• Estimate the time derivative similarly

• These derivative approximations are not the
most accurate possible
– Become more accurate as mesh is refined
– Accuracy improves as first power of         and
– Often higher rates of convergence are sought
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How much computation?

• Each equation at each point at each
computational time step requires roughly 8
operations
– Assumes uniform mesh and no reuse of facial

fluxes; many other possible schemes exist

• How many computational time steps?
– How much real time must be simulated?

– How big can the time step        be?tΔ



Computational stability

• It turns out (beyond the scope of this lecture –
by just a little ) that the computational
simulation will “blow up” if the algorithm tries
to outrun “causality” in nature

• The time step must be small enough that the
fastest wave admitted by the governing
equations (here, a sound wave) does not
cross an entire cell in a single time step

• Call the speed of sound c ; then

xtc Δ<Δ



Let’s plug in and see…

• Sound travels approximately 700 mi/hr in air,
or about 3x104 cm/s

• Therefore, for a 1cm distance between cell
centers

sec103/ 5−×≈Δ≤Δ cxt



How many operations per second?

• Suppose we want to simulate 1 sec of real
time

• Total operations required are

    or                operations

• To perform the simulation in real time, we
need             operations per second, or 8
Pflop/s, or, equivalently, one operation every
1.25x10-16 sec
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Prefix review

• “flop/s” means “floating point operations per sec”

PfPetaflop/s1,000,000,000,000,000

TfTeraflop/s1,000,000,000,000

GfGigaflop/s1,000,000,000

MfMegaflop/s1,000,000

KfKiloflop/s1,000
Your laptop

Lab engine



How big can the computer be?

• Assume signal must travel from one end to the
other in the time it takes to do one operation,
1.25 x 10-16 sec

• Light travels about a foot in 10-9 sec, or 1 cm in 3
x 10-11 sec

• Maximum size for the computer is therefore

    or  about 4 x 10-6 cm
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How many fit on the head of a pin?

• Pin head has area of about 10-2 cm2

• For square computers with area (4 x 10-6 cm)2,
or 1.6 x 10-11 cm2, there would be

    of our computers on the head of a pin
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What is wrong with our
assumptions?

• Signal must cross the computer every
operation

• One operation at a time

• Monolithic algorithm



How to address these issues
• Signal must cross the computer every

operation
– Pipelining allows the computer to be “strung

out”

• One operation at a time
– Parallelism allows many simultaneous

operations

• Monolithic algorithm
– Adaptivity reduces the number of operations

required for a given accuracy



Pipelining
• Often, an operation (e.g., a

multiplication of two floating
point numbers) is done in
several stages
 input→stage1→stage2→output

• Each stage occupies
different hardware and can
be operating on a different
multiplication

• Like assembly lines for
airplanes, cars, and many
other products



Consider laundry pipelining
Anne, Bing, Cassandra, and Dinesh must each wash (30 min), dry (40
min), and fold (20 min) laundry.  If each waits until the previous is finished,
the four loads require 6 hours.



Laundry pipelining, cont.
If Bing starts his wash as soon as Anne finishes hers, and then Cassandra
starts her wash as soon as Bing finishes his, etc., the four loads require
only 3.5 hours.

Note that in the middle of
the task set, all three
stations are in use
simultaneously.

For long streams, ideal
speed-up approaches
three – the number of
available stations.

Imbalance between the
stages, and pipe filling
and draining effects
make actual speedup
less.



Arithmetic pipelining

• An arithmetic operation may have 5 stages
– Instruction fetch (IF)

– Read operands from registers (RD)

– Execute operation (OP)

– Access memory (AM)

– Write back to memory (WB)

IF OP AM WBRD

IF OP AM WBRD

IF OP AM WBRD

In
stru

ctio
n

s

Time

…
Actually, each of these
stages may be
superpipelined further!



Benefits of pipelining

• Allows the computer to be physically larger

• Signals need travel only from one stage to
the next per clock cycle, not over entire
computer



Problems with pipelining
• Must find many operations to do independently,

since results of earlier scheduled operations are
not immediately available for the next; waiting
may stall pipe

• Conditionals may require partial results to be
discarded

• If pipe is not kept full, the extra hardware is
wasted, and machine is slow

IF OP AM WBRD

IF OP AM WBRDstall

Create “x”

Consume “x”



Parallelism
• Often, a large group of operations can be

done concurrently, without memory conflicts

• In our airplane example, each cell update
involves only cells on neighboring faces
– Cells that do not share a face can be updated

simultaneously

No purple cell
quantities are
involved in each
other’s updates.



Parallelism in building a wall

Each worker has an interior “chunk” of independent work, but
workers require periodic coordination with their neighbors at their
boundaries.  One slow worker will eventually stall the rest. Potential
speedup is proportional to the number of workers, less coordination
overhead.



Vertical task decomposition

overlap zones



Multiple decompositions possible

A horizontal decomposition, rather than vertical, looks like pipelining.
Each worker must wait for the previous to begin; then all are busy.
Potential speedup is proportional to number of workers in the limit of
an infinitely long wall.



Nonuniform tasks

In the two previous examples, all workers “ran the same
program” on “data” in different locations: single-program,
multiple-data (SPMD).  In the example above, there are two
types of programs: one for “odd” workers, another for
“even.”

(Actually, these are two parameterizations of basically the
same program.)

Observe that the work is load-balanced; each worker has the
same number of bricks to lay.



Inhomogeneous tasks

For this highly irregular wall, the different gargoyles may
require very different amounts of time to position.  It may be a
priori difficult to estimate a load-balanced decomposition of
concurrent work.

Building this wall may require dynamic decomposition to
keep each worker busy.

There is a tension between concurrency and irregularity.
Orders are much harder to give for workers on this wall.



Benefits of parallelism

• Allows the computer to be physically larger

• If we had one million computers, then
each computer would only have to do
8x109 operations per second

• This would allow the computers to be
about 3cm apart



Parallel processor configurations
In the airplane example, each
processor in the 3D array (left)
can be made responsible for a
3D chunk of space.

The global cross-bar switch is
overkill in this case.  A mesh
network (below) is sufficient.



 SMP & MPP paradigms
Massively Parallel Processor (MPP)Symmetric Multi-Processor (SMP)

cpu cpu cpu

Fast Interconnect

Shared memory

cpu

Mem

cpu

Mem

cpu

Mem

• two to hundreds of processors

• shared memory

• global addressing  

 

Interconnect

• thousands of processors

• distributed memory

• local addressing  

 



Moore’s Law
In 1965, Gordon Moore of Intel observed an exponential growth in the
number of transistors per integrated circuit and optimistically predicted
that this trend would continue.   It has. “Moore’s Law” refers to a doubling
of transistors per chip every 18 months, which translates into
performance, though not quite at the same rate.



Concurrency has also grown

• DOE’s ASCI
roadmap is to go to
100 Teraflop/s by
2006

• Variety of vendors
engaged

– Compaq
– Cray
– Intel
– IBM
– SGI

• Up to 8,192
processors

• Relies on
commodity
processor/memory
units, with tightly
coupled network



Bird’s-eye View of the Earth Simulator System

65m

50m Double Floor for IN
Cables

Interconnection Network

 (IN) Cabinets

Cartridge Tape Library
System

Power Supply
System

Air Conditioning

 System

Processor Node

(PN) Cabinets

Disks

Japan’s Earth Simulator



Air-conditioning system

Double floor for IN cables and
air-conditioning

Air-conditioning return
duct

Lightning protection
system

Power supply system

Seismic isolation system

 Cross-section of Earth Simulator building



Operations
and research

Computer
system

Power plant

Earth Simulator complex



New architecture on horizon: Blue Gene/L

180 Tflop/s configuration (65,536 dual processor chips)

To be delivered to LLNL in 2004 by IBM



Gordon Bell Prize “peak performance”

      
Year Type Application No. Procs 

 
System Gflop/s 

1988 PDE Structures 8 Cray Y-MP 1.0    
1989 PDE Seismic 2,048 CM-2 5.6  
1990 PDE Seismic 2,048 CM-2 14  
1992 NB Gravitation 512 Delta  5.4 
1993 MC Boltzmann 1,024 CM-5 60  
1994 IE Structures 1,904 Paragon 143  
1995 MC QCD 128 NWT 179  
1996 PDE CFD 160 NWT 111  
1997 NB Gravitation 4,096 ASCI Red 170  
1998 MD Magnetism 1,536 T3E-1200 1,020  
1999 PDE CFD 5,832 ASCI BluePac 627  
2000 NB Gravitation 96 GRAPE-6 1,349   
2001 NB Gravitation 1,024 GRAPE-6 11,550  
2002 PDE Climate ~5,000 Earth Sim 26,500  

 

 

Four orders
of magnitude
in 13 years



Gordon Bell Prize outpaces Moore’s Law

Four orders
of magnitude
in 13 years

Gordon Moore

Gordon Bell

<<Demi Moore>>

CONCUR-
RENCY!!!



Problems with parallelism

• Must find massive concurrency in the task

• Still need many computers, each of which
must be fast

• Communication between computers
becomes a dominant factor

• Amdahl’s Law limits speedup available
based on remaining non-concurrent work



Amdahl’s Law (1967)
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In 1967 Gene Amdahl of Cray Computer formulated his famous
pessimistic formula about the speedup available from
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Most Basic Issue: Algorithm!

• Our prime problem is that we are
computing more data than we need!

• We should compute only where needed
and only what needed

• Algorithms that do this effectively, while
controlling accuracy, are called adaptive



Adaptive algorithms

• For an airplane, we need 1cm (or better)
resolution only in boundary layers and
shocks
– Elsewhere, much coarser (e.g., 10cm) mesh

resolution is sufficient

• A factor of 10 less resolution in each
dimension reduces computational
requirements by 103



Adaptive Cartesian mesh

far field
near field

inviscid shock



Adaptive triangular mesh

viscous boundary layer



Unstructured grid for complex geometry

slat flaps



How does the discretization work?

Construct “grid” of triangles

Construct “control volumes”
surrounding each vertex

Compute effluxes

Compute influxes

Compute internal sources

Finally, sum all fluxes and sources (with proper sign) and
adjust value at vertex; then loop over all such vertices.



Scientific visualization adds insight

Computer becomes an experimental laboratory, like a
windtunnel, and can be outfitted with diagnostics and
imaging intuitive to windtunnel experimentalists.



Benefits of adaptivity, cont.

• If adaptivity reduces storage and operation
requirements by 1000, this leaves 8x1012

operations per second, or 8 Tflop/s
• This is available today
• However, a computer capable of Teraflops

will not easily fit inside an airplane, let
alone on the head of a pin
– Even if the computer fits, the power plant to

generate its electricity would not!



Problems with adaptivity
• Difficult to guarantee accuracy

– Much more mathematics to be done for realistic
computer models

• Difficult to program
– Complex dynamic data structures

• Can’t always help
– Sometimes resolution really is needed everywhere,

e.g., in wave propagation problems

• May not work well with pipelining and parallel
techniques
– Tension between conflicting needs of local focusing of

computation and global regularity



Algorithms are key

   “I would rather have today’s algorithms on
yesterday’s computers than vice versa.”

Philippe Toint



The power of optimal algorithms
• Advances in algorithmic efficiency can rival advances

in hardware architecture

• Consider Poisson’s equation on a cube of size N=n3

• If  n=64, this implies an overall reduction in flops of
~16 million

n3n3BrandtFull MG1984

n3.5 log nn3ReidCG1971

n4 log nn3YoungOptimal SOR1950

n7n5Von Neumann &
Goldstine

GE (banded)1947

FlopsStorageReferenceMethodYear

∇2u=f 64

64
64

       *Six-months is reduced to 1 s

*



year

relative
speedup

Algorithms and Moore’s Law
• This advance took place over a span of about 36 years, or 24

doubling times for Moore’s Law
• 224≈16 million ⇒ the same as the factor from algorithms

alone!



Gedanken experiment:
How to use a jar of peanut butter with a sliding price?

• In 2003, at $3.19: make sandwiches

• By 2006, at $0.80: make recipe
substitutions

• By 2009, at $0.20: use as feedstock for
biopolymers, plastics, etc.

• By 2112, at $0.05: heat homes

• By 2115, at $0.012: pave roads 
     The cost of computing has been on a curve like this for two
decades and promises to continue for another one. Like everyone
else, scientists should plan increasing uses for it…



Gordon Bell Prize “price performance”

      
Year  Application  System $ per Mflops 

MMflop/s 
 

1989  Reservoir modeling  CM-2 2,500 
1990  Electronic structure  IPSC 1,250 
1992  Polymer dynamics  cluster 1,000 
1993  Image analysis  custom 154 
1994  Quant molecular dyn  cluster 333 
1995  Comp fluid dynamics  cluster 278 
1996  Electronic structure  SGI 159 
1997  Gravitation  cluster 56 
1998  Quant chromodyn  custom 12.5 
1999  Gravitation  custom 6.9 
2000  Comp fluid dynamics  cluster 1.9 
2001  Structural analysis  cluster 0.24 

 

Four orders
of magnitude
in 12 years
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Conclusions
• Parallel networks of commodity pipelined

microprocessors offer cheap, fast, powerful
supercomputing

• Algorithm development offers better, more
efficient ways to use all computers

• Riding the waves of architectural advancements
and creating improved simulation techniques
opens up new vistas for computational science
across the spectrum



Summary
• Computational aerodynamics application
• Discretization of conservation laws
• Speed of sound – stability limit
• Speed of light – hardware limit
• Computer architecture – pipelining & parallelism
• Moore’s Law (1965)
• Amdahl’s Law (1967)
• Power of adaptive, optimal algorithms
• Bell Prizes (1988 onwards)
• Cost-effective future of simulation
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